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The Manchu script reform of 16322
New data and new questions
Tatiana A. Pang

Judging from almost all traditional tüy'estern and Asian sources, the question
concerning the creation and successive reform of the Manchu script has
already found an apparently definitive answer. According to these sources,
the Manchu script was created in 1599 by Erdeni baksi and Gagai zarguci,
who, realising the suggestion of Nurhaci, simply adopted the Mongolian
alphabet to corespond to the requirements of the Manchu language. It is
also maintained that a reform of this old and inadequate script was carried
out in 1632 by Dahai, who introduced the diacritic marks, <<dots> and
<<circles>>, and invented <in addition a few new signs for the representation
sounds>r.r This we read, for example, in Dahai's
published
in Hummel's Eminent Chinese,z and this has been
biography
generally accepted by historiographers writing about the Manchu script
reform.
As I shall try to show below, these statements are rather questionable,
and the whole history of the Manchu script reform, as well as of its
alleged only ..reformen> Dahai, must be rewritten, leaving some questions
without an answer because of the lack of sources.

of unusual Chinese

First of all: what do we know about Dahai himself, the man who died in
1632 (at the age of 38), the year of ttre reform? His life is still far from
being known in all its details. The puzzles begin already with Dahai's
birthplace and his supposed clan name. In the biography of Dahai in
Hummel's Eminent Chinese we find that he originated from <<Giolca,
home of Desiku, the granduncle of Nurhaci> (Hummel t991.213). This
indicates a settlement correctly named Giorca ËffiF, which, according
to Dahai's biography in the Baqi tong zhi l\ffiÆffi (53243) was <(a
geographical name from which his clan-name originated>> $ti di wei xing
DttlLÆY+). It is interesting to note that <<Giorco> does not exist as a
Manchu clan name. It is mentioned neither in the list of clans in the
encyclopaedia Qing chao tongzåt lËSfiìÉË (chapters 2-5), nor in the
<Genealogical Registers of the Manchu Eight Banners>> Baqi Manzhou
shizu tongpø /\Ìf;iffiiJ$lFHim#, though Dahai belonged to the Manchu
Plain Blue Banner. It is therefore a paradox that he, the official reformer
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of the Manchu script, is not mentioned in the Manchu clan registers,
where altogether 14 different Dahais are found.
In this situation, a doubt has arisen that Dahai may not at

all

have

been a Manchu, but a manchurised Chinese who, according to some
Chinese scholars, <<was a Chinese schoolboy captured one day on his way
home from school>>.3 Moreover, one may ask how it could have been
possible that a Manchu boy who lived in a Manchu environment and
started his Chinese studies only <<at the age of 9>> (uyun seci nikan bithe
tacifl, i.e., from 1602 onwards, could have become so quickly well versed
in Chinese letters. According to the notes of Korean war prisoners at
Nurhaci's court, even in 1619 the Chinese language was not practised
among the local people of Manchuria, and the help of Chinese and Korean
deserters or prisoners was needed in addition to Dahai's services.a
Dahai was in the service of Nurhaci as an official interpreter, and he
was one of the fi¡st translators of Chinese works into Manchu. As mentioned
above, he is traditionally considered to be the only reformer of the
Manchu script, but this consideration becomes more complicated with the
discovery of two other entries in Chinese documents. One is from the
<Genealogical Registers of the Manchu Eight Banners>>, which was found
by Giovanni Stary and reported by him in 1992 at a conference in China.
There, on page llb of the 23rd chapter, is a reference to a certain Kara
Klfrü from the Nara clan of Ula HtffiljüÈfiru$ü,K, who belonged ro rhe
White Banner. Furthermore, is it written that <By an imperial order Kara
created the Manchu script and was rewarded with a title of baksi>> (Kara
be hese be dahame fukjin manju bithe banjibume araha seme baksi gebu
íangnafi).
The other information is found in the <Veritable records of Taizong>
Taizong såtla AãFffi, where on a date corresponding to November
ll, 1633,5 which is more than one year after Dahai's death, it is written:
EH{+FffiÆFñryffinKÉ'*â (bakeshi Kuerchan suo zeng, zhen
kong zhong you wei he') <the additions made by baksi Kûrcan, we fear
that they are not yet adequate>.6
Unfortunately we do not have any document clarifying Kara's and
Kûrcan's role in the whole history of the Manchu script reform. Even in
Kûrcan's biography nothing is said about this matter, we only read that
<<Kûrcan and Dahai studied Chinese literature and instructed all of the
people; for our country they achieved good merits, and the title of baksi
was bestowed upon them>.7 Could the expression that they <instructed all
of the people (xunhui zhu ren illlffi#^) refer also to their activity as
Manchu scrþt reformers?
These new additions to the well known statement about Dahai allow
us to suppose that the script reform was carried out by an Imperial
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commission whose members, for reasons not yet known, are not listed in
any of the available documents, and of whom we have only scattered
information.

The second question arises about the year 1632 as the date in which
Dahai is usually reported to have reformed the old Manchu script by
adding diacritic marks. It can now be easily seen from Manchu (but not
Chinese) documents that this statement is wrong. We may refer to the
documents available in the Jiu Manzhou dang,t which cover the period
from 1607 until 1637. Diacritic marks are actually found in documents
from about 1625 onwards, but, on the other hand, there are also documents
dated after 1632 which are still written in the old orthography without
dots and circles.
In 1969 the Russian historian lrina T. Moroz suggested three periods
in the development of the Manchu script: I. from 1599 until ?; II. from ?
until 1632; III. from 1632 until the beginning of the 20th century.' This
chronology replaces the conventional division into two periods: I'
1599-1632; II. after 1632. According to Moroz, the Manchu script of the
first period was simply identical with the Mongolian script without any
modifications. The second period is characterised by the occasional use
of diacritical marks, while, finally, during the third period Dahai
systematised the use of the diacritic marks. Moroz accepts the date of
163 2 without discussion.
The latest work on this problem is written by the German scholar
Carsten Näher, who underlines the fact that the <<tongki fulca akû hergen
(the script without dots and circles, T. P.) was still in use after 1632 and
that different types of what later became the tongki fuka sindaha hergen
(the script with added dots and circles, T. P.) were already in use before
1632>r.to Speaking about the linguistic development of the Manchu
language, Näher states: <<Therefore, the year 1632 is of little importance
for a periodization of the Manchu system of writing even if a periodization
of written Manchu is based on the type of script which was in use for
writing the language.> Another suggestion ulas given by the Chinese
scholar Guan Kexiao. According to the results of his recent research,
Dahai and his colleagues started their reform activity already in l623.tt

Ía

So, what did Dahai really do n 1632? An answer is found in the same
Manzhou dang ona date conesponding to April 24, t632'tz In the original

entry we find the stratement that <<to read the orders in the normal
language (bai gisun) according to their pronunciation is easy. But since
mistakes are unavoidable (taiarame ojirahû ort) in the case of personal
and geographical names, by the order of the wise han of the Aisin
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state in the spring moon of ttre sixth year, Dahai baksi added dots and
circlesrr.r3 From this passage we may assume that diacritic marks were
absolutely necessary to avoid mistakes in transliteration and were added
by Dahai only ro personal and geographical names of, probably, non-

Manchu origin,
As has been pointed out by Michael Weiers,ra alatercomment inserted
in this document and written in the already reformed script states that
Dahai <<corrected the Manchu script by adding points and circles>,r5 thus
attributing to him the whole script reform. However, the original obituary
on Dahai's death (who died between 13 and 15 o'clock on August 29,
1632) in the Jiu Manzhou dang does not mention the orthographic reform
among his merits. The Manchu script reform, as a whole, is attributed to
him only in the above-mentioned lnter comment to the Jiu Manzhou
dang, and in his biography in the Baqi tongzhit6 of the 18th cenn¡ry,
where it is especially stressed that Dahai <added> (zengtian H$ñ) the
dots and circles, invented special letters for Chinese sounds, and created
special syllables according to the Chinese qiefan system. On Dahai's
tombstone from üre 9th year of Elhe Taifin (1670) it is even specified that
he added <five syllables to render Chinese sounds>> (geli sunja uju de
nikan i gisun de acqbume manju bíthei hergen nonggiha).t1
It seems clear from this brief analysis that the ÏVestern accounts on
the date and author of the Manchu script reform are based on rather late
sources. The original Manchu documents going back to Dahai's lifetime,
such as rhe Jiu Manzhou dang, do not mention him explicitly as the
<<creator>> of the Manchu reformed script, but refer to his role as areformator
only as far as the orthography of personal and geographical names is
concerned.

Conclusion
Many questions remain still open, and the history of the Manchu script
reform is far from being definitely clear in all its aspects. As a provisional
conclusion we may, nevertheless, point out the following:
l. The Manchu script reform was not realised in1632, but was a rather
long process covering approximately a dozen years.
2.The rcform was carried out by a group of experts (baksí). ln 1632
Dahai codified the orthography of personal and geographical names and
created special letters to render Chinese and Sanskrit sounds. Some other
(not specified) innovations seem to be the result of Kûrcan's and Kara's
activity. Unspecified <<additions>, or maybe <<corrections>>, had to be made
by imperial order in 1633 to eliminate the last unclear points from the
Manchu script.
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a Manchu by origin, since he, though
Blue Banner, is not included in the
Plain
ûo
the
Manchu
belonging
<Genealogical Regisærs of the Manchu Eight Banners>.
3. Dahai was most probably not

Notes
The innovations attributed to Dahai are the following: the dot on the right side of
a word is used l. to mark 6 and d; 2. to distinguish between medial e and a, ye
and ya, u aîd o, and yu and yo, respectively, A dot is put on the left side of a
word to mark r¡ in the position before a consonant. Two dots are Put on the left of
ft if it is followed by a consonant or if it occurs at the end of a word. A circle on
the right stands for lr.
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